Background
SC16 Advanced Computing for Social Change Challenge

• Data-driven discussion to confirm/debunk perceptions/misperceptions on Black Lives Matter
• Worked in four teams
  • Identified their audience
  • Identified their argument
  • Team presentations using evidence-based analysis and visualization
• 60% Female Participants, 40% African American, 58% First Generation College Students
• External Evaluators did focus groups
• Students Rated Challenge Experience 4.5/5.0
Hello From the Other Side: Uniting Communities & Law Enforcement with Understanding and Empathy

- Improve public trust with transparency and accountability

**Police Transparency vs Officer Safety**

- Least Transparent: 5.45 Assaults + Homicides per 100k, 11755.78 Homicides per 100k
- Discretionary: 9.79 Assaults + Homicides per 100k, 5859.46 Homicides per 100k
- Partially: 6.42 Assaults + Homicides per 100k, 9155.38 Homicides per 100k
- Most Transparent: 5.87 Assaults + Homicides per 100k, 4566.83 Homicides per 100k

- Community policing
- De-escalation training
Awareness for the Unification of Races

- Target audience: people who do not think BLM is important
- Discussed racial divide, what factors contributed to it, and why it is important to all of us

Question 2

Did the killings of non-white people increase as the Trump campaign unfolded?

1. Donald Trump running for president
2. 1st Rep. debate
3. 2nd Rep. debate
4. Muslim ban
5. Trump vs. Pope
6. Super Tuesday
7. Republican convention
8. 1st presidential debate

Source: Census.gov, MPV, Aol.com
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